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ADVISING AT UC DAVIS
A Report of Student Opinions

EITCUM7,57011,401

This study examines the perceptions of undergraduate, graduate and professional students
about. advising at UC Davis. It uses data collected with a survey mailed to a stratified random
sample of 1565 students. Of the surveys mailed, 51.2% were returned.

The study identifies the following major findings.

Davis students feel positive about the information they receive prior to
enrolling. Undergraduates are consistently more satisfied than their peers nationally
with the accuracy of preenrollment information, with the accuracy of the college
catalog and admissions publications, and with college orientation programs.

Davis students appreciate and use the various sources of academic advising
found on campus.

Davis freshmen report. less use than their national counterparts of academic
advising services (59.5% versm 67.4%).

Davis undergraduates report about. the same levels of satisfaction with the
availability of their advisors and the value of the advice provided as do their na
tional counterparts.

The comments of the respondents suggest that not all students can easily
meet with their faculty advisors and that some students receive misleaiing or
contradictory information.

Respondents who have used career planning services or job placement
services report. moderately high levels of satisfaction with those services. Indeed,
undergraduates report. greater oatisfaction with such services at Davis than do their
counterparts at commensurate institutions.

Davis undergraduates defer use of career planning and job placement
services until late in their academic careers and so are less able to use career
advising in planning their academic care:rs.
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INTRODUCTION

In Spring 1987 Student Affairs Research and Information surveyed students at UC Davis
to determine their perceptions of campus strengths and weaknesses. Using a questionnaire de-
veloped by the American College Testing Program (ACT) and a set of campus-specific questions,
respondents provided their opinions about a range of campus programs and services, and evaluated
various aspects of the college environment. We sent the survey to a sample of UC Davis undergradu-
ate, graduate and professional students; a second mailing to non-respondents followed four weeks
later. This report reflects data from a 51.2% response rate overall.

We constructed a sample of 1565 students, disproportionately stratified by ethnicity
and level; therefore, ratios of sample to population vary by subpopulation and the analysis of the
whole population uses weighted values. For responses to questions of satisfaction, we assigned
numeric values on a scale from 5 (Very Satisfied) to J. (Very Dissatisfied). We then multiplied the
response value by a weighting factor that took into account respondent ethnicity, gender and class
level.

This analysis uses means to compare Davis responses with norms derived from a sample
of colleges with populations larger than 10,000 students surveyed between January 1, 1984 and
December 31, 1986. Davis means reported here are, unless otherwise noted, foi undergraduate
respondents. In particular, mean responses reported for individual ethnic groups are only for
undergraduates. These means must, however, be viewed with caution. Weighting of Davis responses
and the nature of the response scale render these numbers imprecise when making comparisons
with colleges nationally.'

This report discusses academic advising services at Davis. The body of the report con-
tains summary statistics, the Appendix attached presents tables of the complete responses to
relevant questions.

Many educators believe that the nature, quality and availability of academic advice
profoundly affects the academic experience of students. Although it is difficult to isolate advising
from the rest of the academic experience, the following areas can be identified:

1. Pre-enrollment advisingThe ACT questionnaire includes questions
on the "accuracy of college information . . . received before enroll-
ing," "college catalog/admissions publications," and "college orien-
tation program."

11. Academic advising -The ACT questionnaire measures satisfaction
with "academic advising services," "availability" of advisors, and
"value of the information provided" by advisors.

Ill. Career advising -This area is included under the rubric "academic
advising" because of the consequences that career advising and
counseling have on a student's academic career.

'Au appendix further disc rising methodology is available upon request.
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In addition to answering specific questions about the various kinds of advising found at
UC Davis, n:any respondents addressed the matter directly in the survey's Comments section. This
section asked respondents: "What is your advice Ito the new chancellor] for strengthening UC
Davis." The wording of this instruction may have encouraged respondents to focus their remarks
on weaknesses rather than strengths.

PREENROLLMENT ADVISING

Pre-enrollment Information

Ail respondents undergraduate. graduate and professional students- -generally report
satisfaction with the "accuracy of college information" they received prior to enrolling at UC Davis.
The mean satisfaction rating reported by all undergraduates compares favorably with national
norms (3.71 versus 3.63). Women, particularly undergraduates, are more likely than men to be
Very Satisfied or Satisfied with pre-enrollment information (68.7% versus 61.2% for all male
respondents and 7r A versus 59.9% for undergraduate women and men respectively). This finding
follows national patterns.

Subtle differences exist among the distributions of undergraduate responses by ethnic
subgroups. Chicanos. for example, are least likely to feel Neutral about pre-enrollment informa-
tion and most likely to report either high or low levels of satisfaction. Few Asians report being
Very Satisfied (6.5%); most report being Satisfied or Neutral (87.8%). Blacks and Chicanos are by
far the most likely to report being Very Satisfied or Satisfied (63.4% and 68.8% respectively) with
pre-enrollment information.

College Catalog

Respondents at all levels, post-baccalaureate as well as undergraduate, appear quite
satisfied with the General Catalog and Admissions publications. Davis undergraduates rate "col-
lege catalog/admissions publications" slightly higher than the mean satisfaction reported in the
national norms (3.99 versus 3.86). More than four-fifths of the undergraduates and almost two-
thirds of the graduate and professional students report being Very Satisfied or Satisfied (81.0%
and 64.5% respectively) with this variable.

Among undergraduates, Engineering respondents in particular report being Very Satisfied
or Satisfied with college catalogs and Admissions publications (91.0% versus 81.2% for Agricultural
& Environmental Sciences and 78.7% for Letters & Science). Greater satisfaction with the accu-
racy of these materials possibly results from the rigorous structure of Engineering programs,
making them easier to describe than curricula in Letters and Science or Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences, also, Engineering publishes a separate college Bulletin. This level of satis-
faction suggests that the other colleges should examine Engineering's pre-enrollment materials.
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College Orientation

Of the slightly less than two-thirds of undergraduate respondents who indicate partici-
pation in "college orientation programs," more than three-quartets (77.1%) report being Very
Satisfied or Satisfied with them. Overall, undergraduates report a somewhat higher participation
rate than that reported in the national norms (64.1% versus 63.1%), similarly, UC Davis reflects
a higher mean satisfaction rating (4.03 versus 3.87).

Predictably, participation rates decline by undergraduate class level; more freshmen report
participation in orientation programs than sophomores or upper division students, while seniors
report the least participation. But satisfaction declines by class level as well. many more fresh-
men than seniors report being Very Satisfied or Satisfied with college orientation (89.6% versus
76.2% for sophomores, 74.8% for juniors & 71.1% for seniors). Some decline in satisfaction prob-
ably stems from the relative loss of immediacy of the material and advice shared during orienta-
tion. Also, some dissatisfaction may result from differing orientation needs between new Ii shmen
and transfer students. This result suggests a possible need to review the clients of orie station
programs to see if their needs are met.

Comments about. Pre-enrollnient Information

The sparsity of comments concerning pre-enrollment information supports the generally
high levels of satisfaction indicated in the responses to the questions.

One senior respondent who did not attend the sun-..ner orientation program noted that "I
came to UCD not aware of what services were offered and where I could go for help. I lived in
an apartment with my sister [my] freshman year and she was not very informative at all." For
one student, at least, missing the orientation program proved to be a drawback. Perhaps it would
be useful to send a checklist of steps to perform after arriving on campus to those unable to
participate in the Summer Advising program.

Academic Advising

UC Davis delivers academic advising in a number of ways, including:

1. Faculty Advising Faculty perform a substantial proportion of de-
partmental and major advising. Graduate and professional students
receive virtually all advising from their faculty advisors.

2. Staff Advising- -Most departments assign one or more staff to pro-
vide some academic advising to students. The level of advising
provided varies by department, ranging from clerical support for
faculty advisors to substantial advising support overseen by mas-
ter faculty advisors. Each college also provides staff level academic
advising. Additional staff providing academic and career advice can
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be found in Advising Services, Work Learn/Career Planning and
Placement, and the Learnink Skills Center.

3. Peer Advising Academic Peer Advisors work in about. thirty-five
academic departments. The Academic Peer Advising program supple-
ments faculty and staff academic advising.

4. Additional Advising--Students receive academic advice from a vari-
ety of additional formal and informal sources, including deans, fellow
students, tutors, Counseling Center staff, and other faculty and staff
not formally charged with this function.

The large variety of sources of academic advising on the Davis campus partially obscures
the results of the student opinion survey. It is not always possible to identify the kind of aca-
demic advising with which students express satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Accordingly, interpre-
tations of these results should be treated with some caution.

Academic Advising Services

More than two-thirds of the survey respondents indicate using "academic advising serv-
ices" (77.3% of all undergraduates and 44.0% of all graduate and professional students). This result
compares with a national norm of 75.6%. The mean satisfaction of all undergraduates (3.69) is
higher than the national norm (3.52), suggesting that the campus's efforts in this area are not
unappreciated.

Students indicate general satisfaction with academic advising, with undergraduates slightly
more satisfied than graduate students. Usage of academic advising services varies widely by
subgroup. In particular, Blacks use academic advising more extensively than other students (90.6%
versus 74.8%). An even greater difference exists between freshmen and juniors (59.5% versus 84.1%).
To some extent we would expect usage of academic advising to go up with time on campus, but
Lhe fact that only two-fifths of Davis freshmen report having received academic advising is cause
for some concern. In addition, although the pattern of usage and class level for undergraduates
corresponds to national patterns, Davis freshman usage falls below the national norm for fresh-
men (59.5% versus 67.4%).

Availability of Advisor

Asked about the "availability of your advisor," UC Davis undergraduates report slightly
higher levels of satisfaction than the national norms (3.57 versus 3.54), graduate students, how-
ever, report much higher satisfaction rates (3.98). Slightly more than half of undergraduates (54.4%)
say that they are Very Satisfied or Satisfied, about one -third report being Neutral about the
availability of advisors.

7
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Where subgroups differ in their responses to this question, the differences come largely
from changes in the percents who are Neutral. Thus, for example, graduate and professional stu-
dents are generally more Satisfied than undergraduates and substantially fewer are Neutral on this
item (13.7% versus 34.1%).

Overall satisfaction among undergraduates varies only slightly by level although more
freshmen and sophomores report being Neutral on the issue than juniors and seniors. This pat-
tern, duplicated on the national level, suggests at least two possibilities:

Students make up their minds about the availability of advisors as their careers
progress.

Advanced students seek out academic advising more readily than less advanced
students.

Value of information Provided by Advisor

Undergraduate respondents report a slightly lower mean satisfaction rating regarding the
"value of information provided by your advisor" than reported nationwide (3.39 versus 3.41). The
Davis means are, in keeping with the national patterns, lower than the corresponding ones for
"advisors availability" and "academia advising services"; this finding suggests that the mere
presence and use of academic advising do not make the information valuable to students.

Fewt- respondents report being Very Satisfied or Satisfied with the value of the informa-
tion provide( by their advisors than with the availability of advisors (51.6% versus 59.9%) and more
say that they are Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied (17.4% versus 11.0%). Undergraduates are less
likely to report being Very tisfied or Satisfied than graduate and professional students (48.8%
versus 60.2%).

Engineering students appear to be the least satisfied of the undergraduates; only 30.1%
report being Very Satisfied or Satisfied (versus 57.1% for Agricultural & Environmental Sciences
and 48.4% for Letters & Science), while 25.1% say they were Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied (versus
15.3% for Agricultural & Environmental Sciences and 17.2% for Letters Sc Science).

There is considerable diversity of response among ththnic subgroups of undergraduates.
More Blacks report being Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied (24.-:", versus 16.2% for Chicanos and 18.2%
for American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos). American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos are least like-
ly to report Very Satisfied or Satisfied (44.0% versus 52.9% for Blacks and 50.8% for Chicanos).

Comments about Academic Advising Services

Many students chose to comment on academic advising. These comments responded to
a broad request "What is your advice for strengthening UC Davis?" -and they may take a tone
more negative than one would expect, given their answers to the questions about academic advising.

8
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Several comments indicate general dissatisfaction with academic advising. Examples
include:

X Davis needs to thiproveo'epartmenti/ advising

Alter spending four years at Da4 as an undergraduate and three years as
d professional school student, heel lhai...iikfr problem areas at UCP /include very
poor advising services

Academic Adds* in the Graduate Division is poorly eye-fan/zed and not
presented Well to the student

Some general and specific compliments balance these general complaints:

This campus has many strengths though, especially in advising services,
athletic programs, and general educalkn

As a student, lm quite saed with the education that l have received in
thiS thst lution. lin very impressed by the extensive counseling and advising
servi;,es...availabie to ac, please keep /upi ge good York, don't ever cut these pro-
grams. M7,0 campus is sbl l arming but please don t sacrifice quality for pan*

The hnandil Aid and .ffo Sci Advising are GiFE/T here. The people hi these
two (ekes are KIM?, concerned and exceptional.

And two rather mixed reviews:

The counseling I have received has been adequate. ,However l still do not
know what classes transferred with how many units, although I have asked

fiy predius advisor was nothing more than an uninformed /ill/re-head A2
current advisor is line.

On balance, the general comments suggest that students regard academic advising at Davis
positively, but not wholly so; the experiences of some respondents appear to have been unsatis-
factory. Other, more specific comments reveal some weaknesses in academic advising at Davis.

Even though responses to the question indicated generally high levels of satisfaction with
the availability of advisors, some students were unhappy with this aspect of advising:

Una& needs professors that He have more office hours available to their
students,. UCD needs evaltklion sheets for the students to evaluate their advisors

As far as career services, the .1A7orily fngineering Program and AO? have
helped me a tremendous amount I have AO' seen or spoken to my advisor. Be

9
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is always still on rc701/10/1 through orientation week (all quarters) and need to
gel another Sig/neer/4 professor to clear my lee holds don t blow how would
mange without SOP, CIZE:55: Learning oWs Center.

The availability of the Ho Sc! Advisors is too scarce. It was hard for me
to get hey) when needed it

then As/ came to UCD, l was assigned an advisor:, then went to see
kin 2 or I days before school stark- 1981) there was a note on the door which
said he was on sabbatical, so /started seeing the peer adviser for the College of
letters cf Szence few !BOB& later I 1." led out the forms to transfer to 'he College
of Ag without any of the requirements to do so. To my sunirise, was accepted
to the College with no questions asked To in this kokales that there is someghe
wrong with the coffee system n progress today

The relationship between graduate students and their advisors differs significantly from
those of undergraduates. Specifically, graduate students may have special problems with the
availability of their advisors:

The only /roue.- haze had as a graduate student at UCP has been deal-
ing with an advisor who is not the same as' my Ina* professoz: ldo not see a need
to keep these two roles separate. /I my major professor is the one Wooing all
my progress very closely, this person is always 127 to best position to advise me
in academic mailers:

However, one point would He 10 criticize about ll Pavis:..the work on
evaluation of the capacity or load of this campus has nct been done well /any
graduate students are accepted each quarter, each yea', yet they cannot hid a
suitable 1178.frit advisor to follow, nor can they get wholesome financial espe-
dilly interna&ia/ sludenls: The funds of this campus as well as of kokkal faculty
ere very hinileo' which has forced some students /to./ lae plan 11 (no thesis) in
their ma.* prgrains. It should be worked through to alleviate this problem/

iiv advisor (R Z. Baldwin) is noted for his excellence hi teaching, research
and the care with which he treats his students /financial, personal/. Other students
are not so lucty. / came here spechkalY because of Dr. Baldwin and would do so

Td12

Currently students unhappy with advisor availability constitute only a small minority. This
situation could change if accommodations are not made when, as seems a probable consequence
of growth, the campus expai.ds its hours of instruction. With restricted hours of instruction, it
may be assumed that sometime during the week a student and his/her faculty advisor will he on
campus and free at the same time--not always, but often. As the hours of instruction expand,
it will become less true. Similarly, the hours when staff advising is available will have to be ex-
panded to conform to the schedules of those students taking only evening courses.

10



Some students complain about confusing or conflicting advice:

on the whole, very satisfied with this college. Occasionally, though
get confused lug all the liniyent requifements. The 127*/' requirements are easy
enough to understand, but breadth and C.E di? 00.11/1154 especially when they
change. And when asking different people, even advisors, /receive different an-
swers. Some/Mies the answers even conhid This is a minor point, though, and
one lin sure, that will be /roiled out

don't inoir if this is. an altitude that is restricted to our department or
to the whole campus but graduate students are treated veiy.)5wrly from the fist
day we arrive no one bothers to know the rules, so advisers often give poor and
incorrect advice....

Craduale advisors should be more in contact With stadeth, should be aware
of students' progress... case of a student hi my department.. who was told by the
advisor that no more courseworl is necessary. Men in the middle of the students'
research / thesis he was instructed (by a new advisor/ to do more courseworl. To
avoid confrontation with faculty, the student tool' more courses, at the cost of his

It is likely that one of Davis's great strengths in academic advising- -its many different
sources of academic advising- -may also be a weakness. Unless all these sources coordinate
exceptionally well, the conflicting advice allud,..d to by these students will likely be the result. In

addition, the pi estnce of so many sources of advice may lead students to seek it from inappro-
priate sources:

/4/ specific problem have hai--getting false 17/017c/101 from the
secretaries hi the College offs which caused me to lose several 11-5 hours each
like) hours of time. This heppened 5 ines and wouldn't ifId been referred to
someone qualified to help.

Students are often unable to distinguish between various staff. The student who asks for advice
may place a secretary in a very awkward position; it may seem better to the secretary to try to
help than to shuffle the student off to another office, but the long term results may be negative.

A comment from a foreign student is worth citing in its entirety:

AS a forehon student /hors the campus administrators Will he more sensve
to the problems foreign students have 17 their fist quarter. The SISS has been very
helpful. However, the staff is too small to provide personal contacts to the huge
number of foreign students. A foreign student needs not only the information about
how the school runs (which is we/ /provided in the one-weei orientation proograna
but also emotional supportfriends. Is it possible for the school administration
to ubliie student Olyc7171id&IS to help foreign students establish personal contacts
with American students so that they might he able to gut acchinabied to this culture
SW?



We probably should not place too much weight on the comment of one student, nevertheless, this
comment does stand as a reminder of the special problems faced by foreign student.,

Finally, students do recognize attempts to improve academic advising.

The College of Zellers cf Science is making an effort toward a more
personalized approach to student-staff relations,. however, more needs to he done.
A special effort needs to he made at the administrative and advisory levels. Small
chafes, for example, a simple name change for "undeclared' and large changes,
He &akin( for advisers especially those in contact with new/ transfer students
and students with special problemsI/nano& or academic.

CAREER ADVISING

Many academicians and students are ambivalent about the relationship between academic
career and vocation. Some conceptualize education as a goal to be sought in its own right, a notion
demeaned by any suggestion that a university is a training ground for future employment.
Conversely, many students depend upon a university to give them the skills necessary to succeed
in jobs after graduation. Few would argue that there ought to be no connection between what
students learn at a university and what they do with their lives afterward. In this vein, academic
advising and career advising are, or at least should be, intertwined.

Career Planning Services

Because relatively few undergraduates (28.5%) indicate ever using "career planning serv-
ices,' analysis of satisfaction by subgroup is not appropriate. Even though low, the usage indi-
cated by Davis respondents is higher than that implied by the national norms (19.6%). Overall,
undergraduates report being fairly satisfied with career planning services (74.7% Very Satisfied or
Satisfied); no respondents report being Very Dissatisfied with career planning services. In addi-
tion, Davis undergraduates report higher mean satisfaction than the national norms (3.87 versus
3.68).

Use of career planning services increases with class standing and tapes a substantial leap
among seniors. This pattern suggests that students may be either unaware or unwilling to draw
the connection between planning a career and planning an academic program early in their stay
at Davis. It also suggests an identification of career planning and job placement by survey
respondents. Such misident;fication is further suggested by the fact that almost identical pro-
portions of students responded to the questions about career planning services and job placement
(26.6% and 27.2%). It should be noted, however, that the mean satisfaction with job placement
is substantially below that with career planning (3.64 versus 3.82).

Comments about Career Planning Services

Comments about career planning services fall into three general groups. The first of these
is very general in focus:
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.../say we could all get along just fine without career planning services,
counseling programs, cultural programs and mandatory student health insurance

prcgrams....

Career advisors need to show more concern for student needs and provide
more direction. ''',0Pd for more hands-on experience for future employment

Ye should help students more in exploring career paths

Provide informative, good, career planning for all who come to and are
atlen* PaviS

The career center should be Improved by marring deadlines more reasonable,
as well as marring it more accessible to lower classmen.

This last comment comes from a senior, who 'wears to realize that it is advantageous to ex
amine career options early in an academic

A second group of students comment specifically on the information available about career
planning services, including a freshman ' a junior:

A comment that I wish to maMe is to stiwiggen the careers__ ,7171)7g p1.0691W77.

7b somehow (maybe through the &lel send out more Information on thi."). program.
ven though haven't used this program, its because / didnl bow about it INS

readng this survey. myself am very much confused about my current in*: ilaybe
this program could help me, but don't bow where or how to get informed.

It would be nice if there was more information available concerning both
financial aid and the various career-help services available. It seems these are
primarily services one must seem out for ones self at this time. For example, and
this may sound a little ignorant, but coming in as a freshman I had no idea why
one should tame up an internshiP or what services were available to me to learn
1727C

A third group of comments concern a perceived limitation in the range of career advising
available, these respondents generally week increased assistance outside the physical sciences and
engineering:

Of all ff.'s, Pads has best /JP (International li'elallons) program, yet we don't
even have a department.. just an klerdisciPlinaly study. Also, most of the campus
programs are designed for science (ohysical) ma, such as career day, etc The
only career the University sees for IRmajors 1:5' travel agent.

Better (Weer awareness days interviews for hie se/ students The
campus is not only for engineers!
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Afore career recruitment for liberal artscurrently it is shwa/ towards
technical lidos

lore information on career options in professional schools, especially
Yeterihary Image.

Finally, and in a different vein, one law student wrote:

fly professors; courses and course selection, career and *cement services
experiences and my experience with student government at Ey lie has been AB-
SOLMEZT MATASIE 1-likh growth, high energy, mature students -Just superb.
l-lowever; l would not attend Paris as an undergraduate. heel that undergraduate
students tend to he racist sex& and generally extremely consort/db:ie. I have only
used the law school" s planning and placement services

CONCLUSIONS

The survey results strongly suggest that students appreciate the complex of advising func-
tions at UC Davis. Davis students use these services at rates comparable with or higher than those
suggested by the national norms for public institutions of 10,000 or more students, and they
generally report higher mean satisfaction ratings.

Davis students generally feel well-served by the variety of academic advising services
offered on the campus. Nevertheless, the campus will probably have to adjust its manner of
delivering academic advising as it grows, especially if it expands its hours of instruction.

Although those who avail themselves of career planning services seem generally satisfied,
such planning is often done too late in a student's academic career to have a large impact on that
career. This limitation is likely to be particularly serious for undergraduates who seek employment
immediately after graduation.

Nevertheless, the comments indicate the presence of some weaknesses in the system.
Advising programs are not fully integrated and many students do not get into the advising system
early enough in their academir!. careers to take full advantage of the services offered. Some of
these shortcomings could be remedied by improvements in the way students are informed about
the presence of the variety of advising services on the campus and some by providing a single,
well publicized intake into the complex of advising. What might work is an office or individual
who would refer students to academic advising resources. In any case, increased coordination of
the various advising functions is in order.
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APPENDIX

RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

The following tables give the responses to individual questions dealing with academic and
tted advising. These tables use weighted data so that individual responses are assigned a weight

corresponding to the individual's representedness in the UC Davis student population by ethnicity,
gender, and class level.

Tables

Table A -1 Accuracy of College Information Received Prior to Enrolling

Table A -? College Catalog/Admissions Publications

Table A-3 College Orientation Program

Table A-4 Academic Advising Services

Table A-5 Availability of Advisor

Table A-6 Value of Information Provided by Advisor

Table A-7 Career Planning Services

Table A-8 Job Placement Services
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TABLE A -1

ACCURACY OF COLLEGE INFORMATION RECEIVED PRIOR TO ENROLLING

Very

Satisfied
5

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
4 3 2 1

Mean

Rating

Total Group 14.07. 50.9% 27.0% 5.7% 2.3% 3.69
Men 11.8 49.4 29.3 5.4 4.2 3.59
Women 16.2 52.5 24.7 6.0 0.5 3.78
Graduate/Professional 11.0 52.9 26.1 6.9 3.1 3.62
Undergraduates:

All 15.1 50.2 27.3 5.3 2.1 3.71

Men 12.4 47.5 31.3 4.7 4.0 3.60
Women 17.4 52.6 23.7 5.9 0.4 3.81

SAA:

Blacks 25.7 37.7 29.9 5.5 1.3 3.81

Chicanos 25.5 43.3 20.3 9.8 1.2 3.82
Other SAA' 10.2 55.3 24.1 5.8 4.6 3.61

Non-SAA:

Asians 6.3 57.8 30.0 4.4 1.3 3.64
Other Non-SAM 16.4 49.1 27.1 5.2 2.2 3.72

Class Levels:
Freshmen 14.9 50.4 27.5 4.5 2.7 3.70
Sophomores 19.1 43.9 29.8 6.9 0.2 3.'.;
Juniors 15.4 55.6 23.0 5.8 0.2 3.80

Seniors 12.1 49.3 2,9.5 4.3 4.8 3.60

Colleges:

Letters & Science 18.5 44.7 29.4 6.0 1.4 3.73
Ag. & Env. Sciences 8.9 54.7 27.8 4.4 4.1 3.60
Engineering 14.2 64.9 15.9 4.6 0.4 3.88

National Norms' 12.2 49.3 24.5 8.1 2.5 3.63

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos aad Latinos.
%dudes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
3An additional 3.4% of the national group left this item blank or responded that it Did Not Apply

NOTE: 97.2% of all respondents answered this question.



TABLE A-2

COLLEGE CATALOG/ADMISSIONS PUBLICATIONS

Very

Satisfied
5

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
4 3 2 1

Mean

Rating

Total Group 19.5% 57.3% 18.5% 4.0% 0.6% 3.91

Men 15.7 59.3 20.8 3.6 0.6 3.86
Women 23.3 55.6 16.1 4.5 0.6 3.96
Graduate/Professional 12.4 52.1 27.9 6.6 1.0 3.68
Undergraduates:

All 21.9 59.1 15.4 3.2 0.5 3.99
Men 16.9 62.3 19.0 1.8 0.1 3.94
Women 26.5 56.2 12.1 4.5 0.8 4.03
SAA:

Blacks 28.6 53.6 15.9 2.0 0.0 4.09
Chicanos 30.4 49.7 15.9 2.8 1.1 4.05
Other SAA' 15.0 65.0 17.6 1.7 0.7 3.92

Non-SAA:

Asians 14.7 70.7 11.5 3.1 0.0 3.97
Other Non-SAA2 23.4 56.6 16.1 3.4 0.5 3.99

Class Levels:
Freshmen 27.7 51.5 18.1 2.4 0.2 4.04

Sophomores 25.9 63.1 7.9 3.0 0.0 4.12
Juniors 20.4 62.0 13.9 3.7 0.0 3.99

Seniors 17.2 57.9 20.3 3.3 1.3 3.86

Colleges:

Letters & Science 24.7 54.0 17.1 3.5 0.7 3.98

Ag. & Env. Sciences 19.2 62.0 16.4 2.2 0.1 3.98
Engineering 15.4 75.6 5.1 3.8 0.0 4.03

National Norms' 17.3 55.0 19.6 4.1 1.0 3.86

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
%eludes East Indian/Pakistani White and Other ethnicities.
3An additional 3.0% of the national group left this item blank or responded that it Did Not Apply

NOTE: 96.8% of all respondents answered this question.



TABLE A-3

COLLEGE ORIENTATION PROGRAM

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied
5

Satisfied
4

Neutral
3

Very

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
2 1

Mean

Rating
Percent

Using
Service

Total Group 28.4% 46.9% 19.1% 4.5% 1.0% 3.97 56.6%

Men 29.3 42.1 22.3 5.5 0.8 3.94 55.2
Women 27.7 51.1 16.3 3.6 1.2 4.01 58.1
Graduate/Professiona! 11.0 55.0 23.0 9.0 2.0 3.64 34.7
Undergraduates:

All 31.6 45.5 18.4 3.7 0 8 4.03 64.1
Men 33.7 39.0 22.4 4.8 0.1 4.01 62.2
Women 29.8 51.0 15.1 2.7 1.4 4.05 65.9
SAA:

Blacks 40.2 33.4 23.7 1.5 1.2 4.10 83.8
Chicanos 40.0 39.7 17.2 1.4 1.6 4.15 73.6
Other SAA' 21.7 61.4 15.6 1.3 0.0 4.04 68.2

Non-SAA:

Asians 19.1 60.1 18.2 2.6 0.0 3.96 57.9
Other Non-SAM 34.0 42.2 18.4 4.4 1.0 4.04 63.7

Class Levels:
Freshmen 34.6 55.0 7.4 2.7 0.3 4.21 71.4
Sophomores 30.8 45.4 17.7 6.2 0.0 4.01 64.8
Juniors 35.3 39.5 23.5 1.7 0.0 4.08 65.5
Seniors 26.2 44.9 21.7 4.5 2.7 3.87 58.1

Colleges:

Letters & Science 30.6 44.4 17.9 5.6 1.4 3.97 64.4
Ag. & Env. Sciences 40.2 43.6 14.6 1.5 0.0 4.23 56.5
Engineering 20.6 52.7 26.7 0.0 0 0 3.94 81.4

National Norms' 24.5 46.9 18.2 6.4 2.0 3.87 63.1

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
`Includes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
3An additional 2.0% of the national group who indicated participation in an Orientation program left this item blank.

NOTE: 55.1% of all respondents answered this question.
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TABLE A-4

ACADEMIC ADVISING SERVICES

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied
5

Satisfied
4

Neutral
3

Very

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
2 1

Mean

Rating
Percent
Using

Service

Total Group 14.4% 51.9% 21.7% 10.5% 1.7% 3.67 68.8%

Men 15.5 45.8 24.1 12.9 1.8 3.60 66.1
Women 13.3 57.2 19.5 8.3 1.6 3 72 71.7
Graduate/Professional 16.0 44.3 24.4 12.2 3.1 3.58 44.0
Undergraduates:

All 14.0 53.3 21.1 10.1 1.4 3.69 77.3
Men 16.8 45.1 24.0 12.7 1.5 3.63 75.5
Women 11.6 60.5 18.7 7.9 1.3 3.73 79.0
SAA:

Blacks 18.1 50.3 21.0 4.9 5.8 3.70 90.6
Chicanos 27.7 43.3 21.2 6.5 1.4 3.89 83.2
Other SAA' 11.3 58.9 19.1 6.8 4.0 3.67 82.9

Non-SAA:

Asians 15.6 66.1 8.0 10.4 0.0 3.87 81.5
Other Non-SAM 12.8 50.4 24.7 10.9 1.2 3.63 74.8

Class Levels:
Freshmen 11.8 53.1 20.2 110 3.8 3.58 59.5
Sophomores 18.1 61.1 15.0 5.8 0.0 3.92 79.6
Juniors 14.0 50.4 21.9 12.6 1.1 3.64 84.1

Seniors 12.2 50.9 25.0 10.3 1.6 3.62 79.7
Colleges:

Letters & Science 12.2 53.9 24.6 7.9 1.4 3.68 72.4
Ag. & Env. Sciences 16.4 54.8 14.3 12.8 1.6 3.72 85.4
Engineering 15.2 47.2 24.5 12.4 0.7 3.64 80.4

National Norms3 14.5 45.7 20.9 14.2 4.2 3.52 75.6

'includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
%dudes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
3An additional 0.6% of the national group who indicated use of academic advising services left this item blank.

NOTE: 67.9% of all respondents answered this question.

4-5
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TABLE A-5

AVAILABILITY OF ADVISOR

Very

Satisfied
5

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
4 3 2 1

Mean

Rating

Total Group 21.6% 38.3% 29.1% 7.8% 3.2% 3.67
Men 19.9 38.8 30.2 6.8 4.4 3.63
Women 23.3 37.8 28.1 8.7 2.1 3.72
Graduate/Professional 32.9 43.9 13.7 6.7 2.7 3.98
Undergraduates:

All 17.9 36.5 34.1 8.2 3.4 3.57
Men 16.3 35.9 35.5 7.1 5.1 3.51
Women 19.4 37.0 32.7 9.2 1.7 3.63
SAA:

Blacks 12.3 48.5 28.9 7.5 2.7 3.60
Chicanos 16.1 36.2 37.7 6.8 3.2 3.55
Other SAA' 13.8 33.4 39.6 7.8 5.5 3.42

Non-SAA:

Asians 24.2 36.8 29.5 7.8 1.7 3.74
Other Non-SAA2 17.2 36.0 34.7 8.4 3.6 3.55

Class Levels:
Freshmen 6.5 38.9 45.1 3.9 5.6 3.37
Sophomores 21.2 28.1 43.6 5.7 1.4 3.62
Juniors 13.3 46.8 26.5 10.0 3.5 3.56
Seniors 25.7 31.0 29.7 10.2 3.4 3.66

Colleges:

Letters & Science 16.9 36.3 38.2 7.1 1.6 3.60
Ag. & Env. Sciences 20.3 40.2 24.8 10.5 4.2 3.62
Engineering 16.3 28.0 40.0 6.8 8.9 3.36

National Norms' 15.9 38.5 24.7 10.5 4.3 3.54

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
2lncludes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
'An additional 6.0% of the national group left this item blank or indicated that it Did Not Apply.

NOTE: 87.2% of all respondents answered this question.



TABLE A-6

VALUE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ADVISOR

Very

Satisfied
5

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
4 3 2 I

Mean

Rating

Total Group 16.4% 35.2% 30.9% 10.9% 6.5% 3.44
Men 14.6 33.9 34.9 9.0 7.6 3.39
Women 18.2 36.5 26.9 12.9 5.4 3.49
Graduate/Professional 21.1 39.1 23.0 11.3 5.5 3.59
Undergraduates: 14.8 34.0 33.6 10.8 6.9 3.39

Men 12.? 32.1 38.9 7.7 8.6 3.33
Women 16.8 35.7 28.6 13.7 5.3 3.45
SAA:

Blacks 18.8 34.1 22.8 17.6 6.6 3.41

Chicanos 24.1 26.7 33.1 14.2 2.0 3.57

Other SAA 15.5 28.5 37.8 11.5 6.7 3.35

Non-SAA:

Asians 15.7 31.8 36.3 9.2 7.1 3.40
Other Non-SAM 13.8 35.4 33.2 10.5 7.1 3.38

Class Levels:
Freshmen 5.9 33.3 43.9 6.9 9.9 3.18
Sophomores 23.6 36.5 23.1 12.0 4.8 3.62
Juniors 14.2 29.6 37.6 11.6 6.9 2.33
Seniors 14.4 36.7 31.2 11.1 6.6 3.41

Colleges:

Letters & Science 13.6 34.8 34.4 11.7 5.5 3.39

Ag. & Env. Sciences 17.0 40.1 27.6 9.6 5.7 3.53

Engineering 14.5 15.6 44.8 9.8 15.3 3.04

National Norms3 15.0 33.6 25.6 12.9 6.3 3.41

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
2lncludes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
3An aa,,tional 63% of the national group left this item blank or indicated that it Did Not Apply

NOTE: 86.4% of all respondents answered this question.



TABLE A-7

CAREER PLANNING SERVICES

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied
5

Satisfied
4

Neutral
3

Very

Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
2 1

Mean
Rating

Percent
Using

Service

Total Group 17.5% 55.1% 19.6% 7.9% 0.0% 3.82 27.3%

Men 20.4 45.0 20.6 14.0 0.0 3.72 26.6
Women 14.8 64.0 18.6 2.5 0.0 3.91 28.0
Graduate/Professional 16.9 47.9 19.7 15.5 0.0 3.66 23.6
Undergraduates:

All 17.6 57.1 19.5 5.7 0.0 3.87 28.5
Men 23.6 45.5 20.3 10 5 0.0 3.82 27.9
Women 12.6 66.8 18.9 1.7 0.0 3.90 29.1

SAA:

Blacks 10.4 54.7 35.0 0.0 0.0 3.75 35.7
Chicanos 35.6 40.2 14.0 10.3 0.0 4.01 39.7
Other SAA' 22.0 47.2 25.5 5.4 0.0 3.86 35.1

Non-SAA:

Asians 18.0 60.2 18.0 3.8 0.0 3.92 35.9
Other Non- SAA2 16.2 58.8 18.6 6.5 0.0 3.85 25.3

Class Levels.
Freshmen 20.4 50.1 26.8 2.7 0.0 3.88 14.6

Sophomores 32.0 51.8 13.9 2.4 0.0 4.13 21.1

Juniors 14.8 62.8 21.3 1.1 0.0 3.91 23.1

Seniors 13.8 57.4 19.2 9.5 0.0 3.76 47.4
Colleges:

Letters & Science 18.4 56.7 19.2 5.7 0.0 3.88 28.4
Ag. & Env. Sciences 9.8 59.9 21.6 8.7 0.0 3.71 26.5
Engineering 29.5 53.7 16.8 0.0 0.0 4.13 34.1

National Norms3 18.0 46.0 20.5 10.1 2.9 3.68 19.6

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
2lncludes East Indian/Pakistani, While and Other elhnicities.
3An additional 2.4% of the national group who indicated use of career planning services left this item blank.

NOTE: 26.6% of all respondents answered this question.

4-8
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TABLE A-8

JOB PLACEMENT SERVICES

Level of Satisfaction
Very

Satisfied
5

Satisfied
4

Neutral
3

Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

2 1

Mean

Rating
Percent

Using
Service

Total Group 20.0% 41.2% 24.1% 12.0% 2.7% 3.64 28.8%

Men 19.6 38.4 22.8 15.4 3.8 3.55 27.7
Women 20.5 43.3 25.3 9.1 1.8 3.72 29.8
Graduate/Professional 19.3 37.3 27.7 13.3 2.4 3.58 28.
Undergraduates:

All 20.3 42.5 22.8 11.6 2.8 3.66 29.0
Men 21.0 41.6 18.9 15.1 3.5 3.62 27.9
Women 19.7 43' 26.0 8.7 2.3 3.69 30.1
SAA:

Blacks 24.1 41.4 34.4 0.0 0.0 3.90 33.7
Chicanos 29.8 50.2 6.9 13.1 0.0 3.97 22.3
Other SAA' 18.3 52.6 26.3 0.0 2.8 3.84 34.9

Non-SAA:

Asians 11.3 47.1 33.8 3.0 4.8 3.57 48.0
Other Non-SAA2 23.8 38.8 17.2 17.8 2.3 3.64 2"..1

Class Levels:
Freshmen 6.1 63.3 23.9 6.6 0.0 3.69 24.6
Sophomores 16.6 41.2 29.2 13.0 0 0 3.61 18.2

Juniors 28.3 43.0 21.1 7.6 0.0 3.92 26.8
Seniors 22.1 35.3 21.4 15.0 6.2 3.52 41.5

Colleges:

Letters & Science 23.8 41.1 18.1 12.1 4.9 3.67 26.7
Ag. & Env. Sciences 17.6 39.9 32.0 10.5 0.0 3.65 29.7
Engineering 12.5 53.8 19.9 12.3 1.5 3.64 38.6

National Norms3 18.3 39.7 21.8 11.4 5.2 3.56 16.8

'Includes American Indians, Filipinos and Latinos.
2lncludes East Indian/Pakistani, White and Other ethnicities.
3An additional 3 5% of the national group who indicated use of job placement services left this Re., blank.

NOTE: 27.2% of ali respondentq answered this question


